If you like
getting more
from life, you’ll like
Interton Move

Interton. Part of something bigger.
Interton was founded in Germany in 1962 and is today part
of GN, a company dedicated to making life sound better
through intelligent audio solutions that let you hear more,
do more and be more than you ever thought possible.
We are the only company in the world with medical,
professional and consumer grade audio technology under
one roof. This gives us unprecedented knowledge of hearing
and the human ear.
Are you ready to hear better and smile more?

www.interton.com
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Life is for living
If you’re the kind of person who likes getting more
out of life, then it might be time to grab yourself a
pair of new Interton Move hearing aids.
At Interton, we’ve done the thinking about what makes a
great hearing aid for you - using GN technology, a world
leading heraing aid manufacturer:
•

Want to keep track of the conversation, even in
noisy environments like your favourite coffee shop
or on a windy walk? Of course you do, so Interton
Move works together with your own ears to support
you no matter the situation.

•

Like listening to music or taking your phone calls
on the go? So do we – seamlessly stream your
favourite tunes, podcasts and calls from your
smartphone.

•

Want a rechargeable device that goes for as long
as you do? Interton Move gives you up to 30 hours
of power in as little as 3 hours of charge time.

•

Tired of fiddling around with tiny switches? We
hear you. Interton Move comes with an easy to use
app making them easier to operate.

Put simply, if you think life is for living, we think
you’ll like Interton Move.

Designed for the
life you lead

Stay part of the conversation
For people who like socialising and getting out and about,
feeling excluded from the conversation simply because you
struggle to hear in challenging environments is particularly
frustrating.

At Interton, we understand you prefer to get out and enjoy
everything life has to offer without having to spend time

So, we have upgraded Interton Move with our latest and

thinking about your hearing loss or old hearing aids.

greatest technology – which now features more computing
power, clearer sounds and less noise. This means you can

This is why we have created Inaterton Move – our clever new

keep track of the conversation, even on a windy walk or in a

hearing aid designed specifically for people who like getting

noisy cafe and have better awareness of the sounds around

more out of life with clear sound, seamless connectivity and

you.

a rechargeable battery option that can keep going as long as
you do.

With Interton Move, getting more out of life means never
being sidelined.

Breakfeast
at Joe’s

Dinner at
The Grill

Full day of freedom

Desktop charger with Interton Move
rechargeable hearing aids

With Interton Move there’s no need to let the fun stop,

It is easy to use, simply remove your hearing aids from your

because – with up to 30 hours of battery power, our new

ear and place them in the charger until they are ready to use

rechargeable solution can keep going for as long as you do.

again. The visual LED indicators on top of the hearing aids

Best of all, go from 0-100% in just 3 hours of charge time.

keep you informed of the charge status:

The Desktop charger is a small, sturdy unit plugged into a

•

wall outlet and it utilizes wireless, inductive charging.

LED slowly flash green: your hearing aids are 		
charging.

•

LED with steady green light: your hearing aids 		
have reached a full charge.

Connect to
happiness
If getting more out of life means connecting more to the

With Interton Sound app, you can:
•

Make quick, discreet adjustments in real time.

•

Locate misplaced devices with the “Find my hearing 		

things you love, then we think you’ll like Interton Move.
Interton Move seamlessly streams crystal clear music,
podcasts or calls direct from your iOS and selected
Android™ devices. And with the Interton Sound app you have
control at your fingertips, so you always have the best sound
quality to match wherever your day takes you.
You can also enhance your everyday life with our discreet
wireless accessories. You can stream crystal clear sound to
your hearing aids from your TV, or from a speaker in a oneto-one setting or large gatherings.

aid” feature.
•

Get the most out of your hearing aids with tips in
the app.

Peace of mind

Customs hearing aids

Getting more out life means being able to rely on the things
you trust. Feel good knowing Interton Move is a full family
of hearing aids packed with GN technology, a world leading
hearing aid manufacturer. We give you peace of mind to live
life the way you want, rather than having to think about your
hearing loss or old hearing aids.
Interton Move comes in all shapes, sizes and colours, so feel
confident there’s one to suit every ear and every pocket.

Completely-In-the-Canal (CIC-W)

In-the-Canal (ITC)

Every Interton Move is designed for comfort and durability.
The ergonomic design helps you fit and forget, so it stays
comfortable all day, while the protective nano-coating makes
it resistant to sweat and dust. Life can be tough, wearing

Behind-the-Ear (BTE) hearing aids

your hearing aid shouldn’t be.

Designed for a life
to be well lived

BTE

Power BTE

Receiver-In-the-Ear (RIE) hearing aids

Interton Move comes in five different colours to
match you skin and hair tone.

Mini RIE

Rechargeable RIE

